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12312 Port Grace Blvd.
La Vista. ME 68128
TEL 402 935 2000

August 20.2010

Via Facsimile and Priority Overnight Mail

Jennifer Kim
Financial Credit Examiner
Department of Regulatory Agencies
1560 Broadway, Suite 975
Denver, CO 80202
Fax- 303~894-7570 RE: Complaint for Larry W. Seale

Dear Jennifer,

I write on behalf of PayPal in response to Mr. Seale's complaint and your August 3rd
, 2010 letter

to us regarding same. This also tallows our conversation of August 18, 2010 discussing this
same matter.

NATURE 011' COMPLAINT

It is QU!' understanding that Mr. Seale complains about the holds that were placed on his Payl'al
Account on July 24th, 2010. Mr. Seale stated in his complaint, "J operated for almost a year with
over 600 sales, most of which were paid through Pay Pal, and never had a complaint much less an
attempted chargeback. I was the perfect user." When you and I spoke last Wednesday, yon
questioned why we would place holds on Mr. Seale's PayPal acc~t when his elsay Feedback
Score is 4lO. J!Il"""

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
Mr. Seale created a PayPal Account o~ and has and continues to ~ for business
purposes. Since creating his account 16 months ago, he has received a total of_payments
through PuyPal totaling 11III for items sold on eBay.

On July 24th, 2010, due to the risk factors discussed below, we implemented holds 1 on Mr.
Seale's PayPal Account. Between July 24th. 2010 and August 5, 2010, Mr. Seale received 17
payments all of which were held. On August st\ 2010 due to Mr. ScaJe's appeal and a change in

) Although the funds were held, they appeared in Mr. Seale's pending account balance and would be available III21
days or SOOl1er if (I) Mr. Seale provided proof that the item was delivered or (2) his buyer left positive feedback.
This is fully explained in the PP User Agreement, {he User Help pages regarding holds and in the email that notified
Mr. Seale the holds were being placed.
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our polier) we removed the holds on his account. released all funds being held. and exempted
Mr. Seale from hold') in the future based on his eBay feedback rating. Thus. Mr, Seale had held
funds for 11 days before PayPal removed the hold which released all funds.
Since removing holds from his Account on August 5th

, 2010) Mr. Seales has received 11
payments with the most recent received on, August 19th• 2010.

RISK FACTORS

In our efforts to make PayPal a safer way to transfer money. including preventing fraud, money
laundering and to reduce risk to all OUt· users, we use a variety of methods to review our users
accounts to identify actual or potential problems and risks. One such method of review is a
statistical model that helps us determine when a hold should be placed on an account, This
model does not look at one specific factor but rather looks at a number of different factors which,
when viewed together, indicate there is a higher level ofrisk with a merchant and/or transaction.
More importantly. placement of holds protects the buyer (who is a consumer and the sender of
the funds) to help ensure they receive the iLeIIlS they purchased from the merchant.

Mr. Seale's account had a hold placed on it because it had statistically elevated risk. As
discussed above, there was not one single factor contributing to the assessment but rather a
number of factors. The chart below identifies the specific factors with Mr. Seale and his PayPa1
Account that lead to this conclusion:
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:1 011 or about August 1, 2010, we changed our policy to exempt from holds any account that had a feedback score
greater than 100.
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Based upon these factors. our statistical models concluded that Mr. Seale's PayPal Account
activity demonstrated an increased risk and accordingly we started holding funds after notifying
Mr. Seale. This of course is not the end of the process. We regularly review accounts on hold to
reassess them. As the identified factors start to reduce, and other risk factors do not surface, we
will remove the hold. In addition, once we notify an account holder that we will begin to
implement holds the account holder is directed to contact us to discuss this further, The aCCO'Lmt

holder can also appeal the decision. In the appeals process the account holder is asked to provide
additional information which can offset the identified risk factors and thus result in the hold
being removed or never implemented.

It is important to note that through at least July 24th, our statistical models did not consider the
user's eBay feedback score. Ollar about August 1, vv~changed our policy to factor feedback
score into this statistical modeL More specifically, we decided regardless of our statistical risk
score, if an account bad a feedback rating greater than 100, we would exempt that account from
these statistical model based holds. In light of this policy change, we removed the holds and
released the funds to 1\4r, Seale on August. 5th.

'Ve offer our sincerest apologies to Mr. Seale for any difficulties he may have encountered while
using our services. Based. on a review of our records, we feel that Payf'al acted in good faith and
undertook a legitimate risk based approach to imposing holds on his aCC01.l11t.Please feel free to
contact IiiI' you have any "t":or concerns of if Tcan be of further assistance to you.
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And~'ew C. McElmeel l '\
Op.trations Counsel
P~Pal, Inc
PO Box 45950
Omaha, Nebraska 68145
402-952~8228 (Direct)
arncelmee10lpaypal,co111


